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Buy
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Unchanged

OTC Price: RON 0.57-0.6
NAV: RON 1.06 — 1.13

Ready...set...GO
The Romanian Restitution Fund is finally confirming
all the high expectations and is imminently heading
towards listing and proper management.
On Monday’s EGM all the major issues regarding the
Fund were solved:
been

Mid September 2010 — Templeton actively begins management
27 September 2010 — record date for 08-09 dividends (14% yield)
January 2011 — Listing on Bucharest Stock Exchange

August 2011- State’s stake going below 33%

9 The new bylaws were approved.
9 Franklin Templeton has
appointed as Fund manager.

Expected Events

finally

9 The listing in the form of floating on the
Bucharest Stock exchange was voted and will
take place at the beginning of 2011.
9 The Fund will pay a hefty dividend
(equivalent to a 14% dividend yield) and will
be able to carry out a buyback.
We have updated our valuation model and have
derived a NAV per share estimate in the range of
RON 1.06-1.13 per share, which means that the OTC
price still offers an attractive 45% upside.
We expect this to keep decreasing in the coming
months as the Fund steps closer to a listing on the
local market and the current passive management
should see a total turnaround under the Templeton
administration.

Key Data
Market Cap
Free Float
Shares Outstanding

RON 8,266 mil
EUR 1,932 mil
51 %
EUR 985 mil
13,778 mil
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State (49%)
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Wood & Company - Fondul Proprietatea Warrant (2.7%)
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BET Index
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5,143.72
4.27

Short term, we would focus on the potential exits from
the already-privatized distributors. Should the Fund be
exiting at the same per customer multiples as they did
from their CEZ participation in 3Q09, the upside on
the NAV could be as much as RON 0.038 per share,
while the RON 1.64 bil difference to the book value
should go in the P&L and could translate into another
hefty dividend.
In the long term, we believe that the Fund should
serve a new chapter for the local equity market, as: i.
it will most probably be seen as a proxy; ii. it should
play a major role in privatisations, and iii. it will be a
further step towards a full MSCI inclusion.
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Investment Case
Monday’s EGM represents the most important event in the recent history of the
Romanian Restitution Fund (referred to as RRF, Fondul Proprietatea or the Fund).
After a year of uncertainty and debates, the vital issues have been clarified:
9 The Fund’s bylaws were amended so that: i. the shareholders’ equity was
reduced from RON 14.2 bil to RON 13.77 bil (as the state's unpaid equity
was cancelled); ii. from now on any change in the Fund's bylaws will be
modified at the general shareholders' meeting, as opposed to going via
government approval; iii. the listing of the Fund no longer requires an
IPO, but instead a simple flotation is possible.
9 Franklin Templeton Investment Management is the official Fund manager
for the next 4 years. The mandate will start after the EGM resolutions are
published in the Official Gazette (maximum 10 days-2 weeks);
9 The Fund will pay out a RON 0.0816 per share dividend from the 2008
and 2009 profits (the equivalent of a 14% yield at the current OTC levels).
The record date is September 27th.
9 Listing via simple flotation is now possible (as opposed to the previous
compulsory IPO) and the Fund is expected to start trading on the
Bucharest Stock Exchange in January-February 2011.
9 The EGM approved a 10% buyback by March 2012.

Going forward
With all the high expectations confirmed and the government showing clear and
consistent support, the focus will now be on trying to bring the Fund to the
market as fast as possible and Templeton starting to actively manage the portfolio.
Although no detailed guidance has yet been provided, we have tried in this note
to assess the potential first steps which the new management will be able to take:
9 Constraints embedded in the bylaws
9 Capitalising on the energy distributors’ options
9 IPO/SPO pipeline
9 Usage of the hefty cash pile
9 Potential risk/opportunity stemming from a Petrom capital increase
Overall, we strongly believe the Fund can serve as both a proxy and a real
turnaround story for Romania’s capital market in general and therefore we have
presented the potential boost effect on the Bucharest Stock Exchange and the
potential for bringing Romania closer to full MSCI inclusion (together with the
upcoming IPOs and SPOs planned by the local government).

Valuation
We have fine-tuned the valuation of the Romanian Restitution Fund, adjusting for
the 2009 numbers of the unlisted portfolio, marking-to-market the listed portfolio
and updating the cash position. We now estimate the NAV to be in the range of
EUR 3.4-3.6 bil, corresponding to RON 1.06-1.13 per share. The range borders
were determined in line with two value estimates for the unlisted portfolio
differentiated by applied valuation multiples.
In comparison, KPMG has finally derived an official valuation of the Fund of
RON 1.0283 per share as of June 30. This is calculated on the basis of CNVM
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Regulation 4/2010, which uses the most recent book value numbers for the
unlisted portfolio and the average 90-days trading for the listed one.
Our basic valuation of stakes in unlisted companies is based on a mix of sector
average EV/EBITDA, P/E and industry-specific ratios (EV/Sales and EV/Customer
for infrastructure assets and power distributors). Our secondary valuation method
is based purely on EV/EBITDA as the most relevant multiple for the energy-related
companies that dominate the unlisted portfolio.
As all the Fund’s major unlisted holdings are likely to show quite a different
growth rate than their respective peer group, we run a sensitivity exercise
showing the impact of different growth rates of the Fund’s holdings versus the
peer groups:

Sensitivity towards 2010 and 2011 earnings growth for companies in unlisted portfolio
Sensitivity of unlisted portfolio
valuation
12.6%

9,000

9.4%
6.2%
3.1%
0.0%

8,000
7,000

-11.7%

-8.8%
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10,000

6.6%
4.9%
3.3%

1.10
1.6%
0.0%
-1.6%

1.05
1.00

-3.1%
-4.7%
-6.2%

0.95

6,000

0.90

5,000

Difference to peer group average growth

Difference to peer group average growth

Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Bloomberg, Companies, Wood & Company

As our table above shows, using our base case scenario valuation, a 10 pp lower
growth rate then the peer group average would reduce our NAV per share to
RON 0.99; similarly, a 10 pp outperformance would boost the NAV per share to
RON 1.13.
Since the beginning of the year, the NAV has increased by some 18.6% or RON
2,278 mil, of which as much as 30% came from the listed part of the portfolio
and more than half from the unlisted (using the basic valuation):
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Portfolio performance ytd?
Fondul Proprietatea - NAV changes ytd
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Bloomberg, Companies, Wood & Company

As one of the biggest players on the local OTC market, we have seen that the
momentum has been clearly on the upside over the past few months and the
positive expectations around the EGM outcome have pushed the price towards
RON 0.6 per share.
The 45% discount, however, is still very appealing from our perspective,
especially as the Fund is clearly moving from story to fact and all the positive
expectations are gradually being fulfilled.

Price and NAV discount development
Discount to NAV
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Bloomberg, Companies, Wood & Company

For us the Fund remains a great investment opportunity, with the main short-term
trigger being the listing, while in the long term, the active management should be
focused on unlocking the hidden value and increasing the NAV.

Macro
External vulnerability risks are still on a higher level. The relationship with the EU
came under increasing strain in July as a result of Romania’s failure to implement
the required reforms of the judicial system, but this seems to have been solved
now after Romanian lawmakers voted to restore an agency with the power to
Fondul Proprietatea
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verify public officials’ asset declarations to fight corruption. The credit default
swaps are still above 300bps and the recent planned replacement of FM Vladescu
would probably not help to restore confidence among investors. The
implementation of important structural reforms, for example the increase in VAT
from 19% to 24% and the reduction in public wages by 25%, is causing a lot of
political opposition and creating the danger of another no-confidence vote for the
government. The EIU recently reduced its 2010 GDP forecast to -1.2% from 0.6%, considering the impact of the cuts on domestic consumption and the
damage caused by the extensive flooding. There is currently a wide spread of
opinions about next year’s GDP growth as a result of political and economic
uncertainties. Our Macro view is detailed in Appendix 3.
.
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EGM resolutions and the aftermath
Monday’s EGM represents the most important event in the recent history of the
Fund. After a year of uncertainty and debates, the vital issues have been clarified:

New bylaws approved
Following the Parliamentary vote at the end of June, the laws governing the Fund
have been amended as follows:
9

From now on any change in the Fund’s bylaws will be modified at the
general shareholders’ meeting, as opposed to going via government
approval.

9

The fund’s major shareholder, Romania’s Ministry of Finance, is no longer
obliged to carry out an IPO but will instead have the option to do so, in line
with the Capital Markets Law and NSC regulations. This basically allows the
Fund to carry out a formal offering (i.e. a technical listing).

9

Shareholders’ equity was reduced from RON 14.24 bil to RON 13.77 bil
through the cancellation of the state’s unpaid shares (462 mil shares). This is
the result of the negative difference between the first valuation of the fund’s
assets and the amount of shareholders’ equity contributed when the fund
was created. The cancellation of these shares also makes possible the
distribution of dividends from 2008 and 2009 profits.

Franklin Templeton is officially the Fund manager
After more than a year since it won the tender, Franklin Templeton Investment
Management is finally the official Fund manager.
The contract is for the next 4 years and can be prolonged thereafter. Templeton
will receive 47 bp of the official NAV until the Fund’s listing and the same
percentage of the market capitalisation after the actual floating.
Templeton has already selected and trained a local analyst team, while the
position of Fund Manager will be held by Grzegorz Konieczny - a reputable and
long-experienced fund manager within the EME region.

Listing
The Fund’s listing has always been stated as a top priority by the state, the Fund
and Templeton’s representatives. Although initially the plan was to IPO a portion
of the state’s holding on the Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE) and an international
market, given the current large free-float (some 50%) and strong lobbying from
minority shareholders for a fast listing, the shares will just be floated on the
Bucharest Stock Exchange.
As the law has been adapted to address the choice of listing method, an IPO
listing is no longer compulsory. Instead, a technical flotation is expected at the
beginning of 2011 and an intermediary consortium has already been selected.
According to the contract, Templeton is obliged to list the Fund within 90 days
after taking over the mandate.

Dividend distribution
As the new bylaws have been approved and the issue of the unsubscribed equity
has been solved, the Fund is finally able to pay the dividend for 2008 and 2009.
The total gross value approved is RON 0.0816 per share implying some 14%
dividend yield to the current OTC prices.
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The record date is September 27th, while the actual cash payout will start on
October 11th and the first comments from the management, indicated they should
be fully paid out by the year end.

Buy back
The EGM also approved the share buy back of some 1.37 bil shares (or about
10% of the fund) at a price of RON 0.2-RON 1.5 per. The buy back can be
carried out until March 2012 and any purchases will be booked under Treasury
shares on the balance sheet. We believe that this could be an effective tool for the
Fund to sterilize some of the potential overhang in the first days of trading.
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What next?
Actively managing the Fund
With all the noise now behind us, the focus will now to switch to the new
management’s capacity to unlock and increase the NAV.
According to its bylaws, approved on Monday, the Fund must adhere to the
investment limitations that apply to all mutual investment funds: 1) the Fund
cannot have more 20% of its assets in cash, although the weighting can
temporarily (for 90 days) rise to 50% when the extra cash comes from divestments
or matured investments; 2) the Fund’s deposits with a certain bank cannot exceed
10% of its assets; 3) the exposure to traded derivative financial instruments should
not exceed 15% of net assets, and the exposure to non-traded derivative
instruments should not be higher than 10%; 4) at least 20% of the Fund’s assets
should be listed securities; 5) the Fund cannot keep more than 20% of its assets in
securities and monetary instruments in non-listed assets, unless they are issued by
the Ministry; and 6) all the investments in securities should have a rating of at
least “investment grade”.
An analyst meeting for detailing the investment policy is not yet on the horizon;
But after talking to the Fund’s representatives, we set out our views on the
potential future steps in actively managing the Fund.

Divesting
Recently, the head of E.on Romania commented that negotiations with the
government on the takeover of minority stakes in the distribution company E.on
Moldova were pending. No difficulties are expected with striking a deal and the
Finance Minister confirmed that a time frame of a few months is achievable.

Romanian incumbent power distributors — market shares
Overall electricity supplies (at regulated tariffs as well as at
negotiated prices)
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Source: ANRE, Business Monitor International — Romania Power Report, Wood & Company
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E.on controls the company with an outright 51% majority and the remainder is
divided between the government (27% stake) and Fondul Proprietatea (22%). We
assume that if the government and E.on agreed on a transaction, the stake of the
Fund might subsequently be taken over by E.on as well, as was the case with the
former Oltenia unit back in 2H09, which is now entirely owned by CEZ.
E.on Moldova services 1.3 mil customers. If we apply the price per customer paid
by CEZ last year for a minority stake in the former Oltenia unit (EUR 560 per
customer), the value of Fund’s stake would reach EUR 159.4 mil. It well exceeds
both our base case valuation embedded in our NAV estimates (based on a mix of
financial and per customer multiples) of EUR 68 mil and the value of EUR 36 mil
in the Fund's books. A potential exit could thus generate a positive one-off gain,
boosting 2010 earnings and the base for dividend distribution with a legallybinding minimum 90% pay-out (according to the new limits planned by the
government). The government representative hinted that the negotiations with
Enel on the same issue are also in an advanced stage. The potential consolidation
of ownership across the distributors controlled by Enel would have an even
greater impact on the Restitution Fund as the Italian utility holds a majority stake
in three companies with a combined customer base of 2.5 mil. Valued at the
price which CEZ paid for minorities, the Fund's stakes in these distributors would
be worth EUR 350.5 mil (vs. a book value of EUR 91 mil and our base case
valuation of EUR 318 mil applied in the Fund's NAV calculation).
Back in 2009, when Enel entered one of these three companies (Muntenia Sud), it
paid a record high amount per one customer, EUR 1,200.
Assuming that Restitution Fund successfully sells its stakes in those four power
distribution companies at same per customer multiple which CEZ paid, it could
bring an inflow of around EUR 510 mil (equivalent of RON 0.158 per share). It
would actually double the already sizeable Fund’s cash position (currently EUR
520 mil). Potential upside to our base case valuation equals EUR 123 mil
(corresponding to RON 0.08 per share or an increment of 7.5%).

Potential privatisation of power distributors
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IPOs/SPOs
The potential privatisations and/or reorganisation of the Romanian energy sector
could serve as a major catalyst for the fund.
Our impression is that although the State is in real need of cash, at present its
focus is on cost-cutting measures rather than increasing revenues (specifically via
IPOs or SPOs).

Potential privatisation of other energy companies

Source: Wood&Company estimates, company data

According to government statements, the sale of additional stakes in already
publicly traded companies Petrom (11.8%), Transelectrica, and Transgaz (10% of
each) or a Romgaz IPO are the most likely options if the government re-initiates
the privatisation process. We estimate that as much as EUR 670 mil could be
gathered through such sell-offs.
The energy distributors have already been partially privatised. Five of the eight
incumbents are controlled by ENEL, E.ON, and CEZ. The former Oltenia unit is
fully owned by CEZ, which exercised its call option embedded in the
privatisation contract in 4Q09.
Muntenia Nord, Transilvania Nord, and Transilvania Sud are still controlled by
the state. Their safe, regulated business profile but lower growth prospects (for the
most part thanks only to increased demand for power) make these distributors
more attractive to sector investors rather than to equity markets.
Should the government decide to continue with the privatisation of power
distributors, the sale of majority stakes in the three remaining state-controlled
companies to strategic sector investors such as Western European utilities would,
in our view, be more likely than flotation on the market.

Hefty cash position.
The RRF will have about EUR 260 mil in cash (when adjusted for the dividend to
be paid), which is currently fully locked in bank deposits. This is compared to the
EUR 100 mil in cash which the SIFs hold altogether (as of the end of July).
The usage of this cash is still unclear but it is expected that the bulk will be
invested into the equity market (the Fund is not constrained to invest in Romania
only, but given the social nature of the Fund and the still-strong state influence,
the Fund guided us to think that most of it will stay within Romania).
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Petrom capital increase
At its April AGM, the shareholders of Petrom empowered the Board of the
company to increase capital by as much as EUR 600 mil from current level of
RON 18.98 bil (EUR 4.43 bil) during the period of one year. The amount
corresponds to 12.1% of the current market cap. The company intends to use the
funds to cover its CAPEX plan consisting mainly of refurbishment of the
Petrobrazi refinery (worth EUR 750 mil) and construction of the Brazi gas-fired
power plant. If the volume is fully utilized, OMV will likely have to contribute
with EUR 306 mil in order to preserve its 51% outright majority.
Although no commentary on the issue was provided by Templeton at the EGM,
we believe that the Fund could consider subscribing shares if an advantageous
discount to the market price is offered. The Fund’s 20.1% stake in Petrom implies
maximum contribution to the capital increase of EUR 121 mil. The Fund could
easily afford such investment as only around EUR 262 mil out of its total current
EUR 520 mil cash position will be distributed to shareholders as a dividend.
The question remains as to whether the government would be willing to
contribute to a share capital increase and found enough cash in tight state budget
to protect its 20.6% stake against dilution. We believe that potential state
contribution is relatively less likely, particularly if we take into account its earlier
statements concerning selling 10% stake or half of its current holding on
Bucharest stock exchange via the SPO.
OMV mentioned that a higher subscription in the capital increase might be
considered, if State or the Fund didn’t use their subscription rights. However no
decision was taken yet. OMV perceives Petrom as an integral part of the whole
and it could potentially decide on increasing its stake in the company. Thanks to
its low indebtedness (net debt-to-EBITDA of only 1.0x), OMV would definitely
have big enough financial headroom to acquire all unsubscribed shares within its
capital increase and potentially also take over the 10% stake offered by the state.
Assuming that OMV subscribes EUR 306 mil within the capital increase, its net
debt-to-EBITDA would increase only marginally to 1.10x. If OMV bought the
10% stake potentially offered by state and proportionally contributed to the share
capital increase instead of the state as well, the EUR 864 mil investment would
increase its net debt-to-EBITDA still only cosmetically to the 1.25x level. After the
transactions, its stake in the company would increase to 63%.

Petrom share capital increase
Current shareholder
structure
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capital increase
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Bloomberg, Companies, Wood & Company
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Listing aftermath
With the listing shaping up for 1Q11 and being the most important event on the
local market for the next year, we are trying to assess the potential impact and
scenarios post-listing. The main things we will be watching for are:
9 The effect on the Bucharest Stock Exchange (BSE) and the potential for
bringing Romania close to full MSCI inclusion.
9 The listing of the Fund in London
9 The shareholders’ structure and restitution process going forward
The listing on the BSE
Floating the Fund on the local market is the single most expected event for the
Romanian capital market in 2010. We believe that the impact on the market can
be beneficial as:
9 The current liquidity on the OTC market (approximately EUR 0.5 mil per
day) should increase once the Fund is traded on a regulated market and
we believe the Fund will be the most liquid name on the local market
(currently SIF5 is the most traded security with an average daily turnover
of EUR 1 mil). Although instruments such as the Wood & Company
warrant were created and listed, many institutional investors (including
the local pension funds) had were restricted so far in taking positions in
the Fund. Therefore any potential overhang (coming from the restitution
process continuation) should be sterilized by the market or by a buy back.
9 As portfolio diversification and active management by Templeton should
kick in soon, the Fund would likely switch some of its exposure to Utilities
and Energy into positions in Financials. Therefore the Fund could serve as
a proxy for the whole Romanian market.
9 Actively management the Fund could serve as a benchmark for the rest of
the listed closed end funds- the SIFs which have always been priced a
significant discount due to their passive approach to management and
restructuring.
9 As a closed-ended fund (not to mention heavily- exposed to state owned
companies) the Fund will most likely stay trading at a discount through
time. Although the listing alone should serve as a factor to significantly
reduce the level. Looking at the SIFs, the discount range has fluctuated
historically in a 15-70% interval.

Price and NAV discount development
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NAV discount compared to SIFs
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Going forward, we believe that the discount gap between the RRF and the SIFs
will continue to widen in the favor of the former, as applying a discount for the
type of management should not be applied in the case of the Fund.
MSCI inclusion
Under the MSCI criteria, Romania has Frontier Market status currently but we
believe that the Fund’s listing is one of the first steps in the quest to upgrade to the
Emerging Market status.
A summary of the criteria for the Frontier, Emerging, and Developed categories
for MSCI is provided below:

Officially, MSCI conducts an annual review of each country to determine if a
revision of their categorisation should occur. Actual changes can be made
quarterly, however, so that a country on the right track but just falling short on
one criterion does not need to wait a full year to change status.
The real change should come through new listings and most of the companies
which are on the priority list are included in the Fund’s holdings: Nuclearelctrica,
Hidroelectrica, Romgaz, Bucharest airport.
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SPOs are more likely in the near term (with Transelectrica, Transgaz and Petrom
stakes already at advanced stages of preparation). This is a faster way for the State
to raise much-needed cash. Although the sale of these smaller stakes would not
be sufficient to bring Romania into full adherence with category B.1 ‘Security
liquidity’ criteria (they still would lack a third qualifying company), in general it
would help bolster the broader market liquidity as well as C.2 : ‘Ease of Capital
Inflows/ Outflows’, which we interpret to refer to market liquidity as well as the
existence of outright capital controls.
The entry of a new company on the Bucharest Stock Exchange that meets the
three criteria in the ‘B’ box above would take Romania significantly closer to
qualifying as an Emerging Market. It could in fact be sufficient, assuming that the
C box criteria have now been met or are near to being met. The privatizations in
the energy sector could provide the needed support but realistically we do not
see these large energy names IPOs happening until 2Q-3Q next year at the
earliest.
The RRF, however, could be a much needed boost and is the closest to coming
on the market. We believe the Fund could bring as much as a 30-50% increase in
daily trading volumes:

Liquidity of the Romanian equity market

Source: BSE, Wood&Company estimates

Moreover, with Templeton on the Board of all these unlisted companies, the
pressure on the governmet to bring the “big names” to the market should rise
significantly. Ultimately, what the market is expecting is a “snowball effect”, with
increased demand for listings and an active management policy which should
serve as example for the local peers.
The London listing
A London listing has been stated as an objective ever since the Fund’s inception
and reconfirmed by Mr Mark Mobius, right after Templeton won the management
mandate.
According to Romanian law however, a company is not allowed to issue new
capital below nominal value i.e. as long as the share price of RRF is trading
below 1.00 RON/share. This means that such a listing can be done either by the
state offering some of its current stake (initially 10% targeted) or by an investment
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bank simply creating a GDR and sourcing the shares on the local market. This in
our view should not happen before 2H11.
The London listing should most likely be done on the “Standard market section”
as a GDR with following requirements:
9
9
9
9
9

25% shares in public hands
Further share issues to be listed
Application of DTRs
Notification of changes in capital
The issuer does not need a sponsor and has significantly reduced
continuing obligations once listed
9 3 years reporting in IFRS
9 FSA approval
9 Initial prospectus: under the "passporting" regime introduced by the EU
Prospectus Directive, the UK can accept a prospectus that has been
approved by another EU member state.

The process should not take more than 3 months.
Shareholding structure and restitution process going forward
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Wood & Company

Current shareholding structure
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Wood & Company

As the graph above shows, the state’s stake has been constantly diluted (it now
owns 49% of the Fund). Given the current pace of the restitutions, the real
breakthrough is expected in the coming 9-12 months, when the state’s stake
Fondul Proprietatea
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should drop below 33%. That is because in the current version of the law, only
the Finance Ministry’s holdings have full voting rights, while the voting rights of
other shareholders are progressively reduced as follows: stakes under 1% have
full voting rights, for the stakes from 1-3% the rights are reduced to half, from 35% to a third, and no voting rights are available to those shareholders exceeding
5% holdings. Shareholders will only be able to make their own decisions about
changing this restrictions once the Romanian state’s holding has dropped below
33%.
Going forward, we believe that the restitution process should see about a 15-20%
dilution of the state holding per year. As there will be no claims settled in cash for
the next two years (up until now the restitution claims under RON 0.5 mil were
settled in cash, but because of budget constraints this has been halted until 2012),
the pace could increase slightly, although these represented just about 1.5% per
annum.
More importantly, after the listing, the price used for converting the restitution
claims into RRF shares will no longer be RON 1 per share (as is the case now).
Instead, the average of the 60-days trading price will be used. This means that a
market price below RON 1 per share could trigger an accelerated dilution of the
state and therefore a reduced political risk.

Pace of allocation of state holding to restituents
100%

State shareholding

14.5% annually distributed to restituents
75%

50%

25%

0%

Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Wood & Company
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Valuation
We reran our valuation of the Restitution Fund, updating it with the actual
reported 2009 results of the unlisted companies in the portfolio, using the current
market prices of the listed holdings and adding a cash position of EUR 520 mil.
We now estimate NAV in a range of EUR 3.4-3.6 bil or RON 1.06-1.13 per share
(using the new total number of shares of 13,778 bil).
As in our previous valuations, the range borders were determined by two value
estimates for the unlisted portfolio differentiated by applied valuation multiples.
While our basic valuation is based on a mix of sector average EV/EBITDA, P/E
and industry-specific ratios (EV/Sales and EV/Customer for infrastructure assets
and power distributors), our secondary valuation method is based purely on
EV/EBITDA as the most relevant multiple for the energy-related companies that
dominate the unlisted portfolio.
Overall, the NAV structure is the same: some 53% stems from stakes in unlisted
companies, 32% from holdings in Bucharest-traded stocks, while 15% is cash,
with a roughly 50:50 split between RON and EUR deposits.

Fondul Proprietatea portfolio breakdown by listing — Fair value
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Bloomberg, Companies, Wood & Company

On our updated valuation, equity holdings account for some 85%, while the rest
is pure cash. Among equity holdings, the energy industry is still the largest in the
portfolio, with about a 40% weight (with distributors accounting for about a third
of that and generators for the remainder). Oil & gas, largely represented by
Petrom and Romgaz, follows with a 38% weight.

Fondul Proprietatea portfolio breakdown by sector — Fair value
Portfolio by sector - Market value
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Unlisted portfolio
The unlisted portfolio still accounts for the biggest part of our adjusted NAV
(53%). We have updated our valuation for these companies, using the 2009
reported numbers but, as in our previous notes, because of the associated
problems with the valuation of a large number of unlisted companies, partly
because of a lack of financial data, we used two different valuations on this slice
of the portfolio.
Within the portfolio of unlisted companies, we are valuing 30 names with the
expected highest contribution to the total value of the Fund. The remaining 26
companies, where we don’t have a complete set of financial numbers and the
value of which is relatively less important, are not included in our NAV estimate.
However they could serve as potential upside which we didn’t yet quantify.

Unlisted portfolio breakdown by sector — Fair value
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Bloomberg, Companies, Wood & Company

Our model valuation is based on actual reported 2009 numbers, which we
adjusted by the average growth rates derived from sector peer groups in order to
approximate expected 2010 and 2011 profitability of the companies. Forward
2010 and 2011 peer group average multiples are applied on these profitability
estimates and averaged down in order to come to the valuation.
The basic valuation combines EV/EBITDA, P/E and industry specific multiples,
EV/Customer and EV/Sales where appropriate (power distributors and airports,
seaports, respectively). The secondary valuation takes into account only
EV/EBITDA multiples. We therefore estimate an impact on the NAV in a range of
RON 0.56-0.63 per share.
(i) Under the base case valuation, a combination sector peer group average
market multiples were applied (also we have expended our peer groups and you
will find a detailed breakdown in the appendix):
9 A two-thirds weight was assigned to EV/EBITDA and one-third to P/E for
power generators, oil & gas, the post office and gas distributors.
9 For the sizable group of power distributors, we enriched our valuation by
the very relevant sector-specific multiple of EV/Customer. The final mix of
applied multiples came out at 50% for EV/EBITDA, 20% P/E and 30%
EV/Customer.
9 For seaports and airports, we also included EV/Sales multiples as a proxy
for the other relevant measure of EV/Passenger. 60%, 20% and 20%
weights were assigned to EV/EBITDA, P/E and EV/Sales respectively
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Under this valuation approach, we came to a total value for the unlisted
companies of RON 7.6 bil (EUR 1.8 bil) or RON 0.56 per share. The total NAV
per share equals the lower border of our target range of RON 1.06.
(ii) Under the secondary valuation approach, we used only EV/EBITDA multiples.
We believe it is the most appropriate valuation gauge for energy producers and
distributors (electricity, as well as oil & gas), which altogether make up some
77% of the unlisted portfolio.
Using only EV/EBITDA, we calculated the fair value of the unlisted portfolio as
RON 8.66 bil (EUR 2.03 bil) or RON 0.63 per share. The main difference
compared to our cautious valuation is attributable to power generators (an upside
of some RON 735 mil). The reason is that while the EBITDA margin of Romanian
generators is quite similar to that of its peers, the net margin is about half and the
inclusion of the P/E multiple drags the valuation down compared to using only
the more relevant EV/EBITDA.

Applied valuation multiples and growth rates — averages for sector peer group
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Bloomberg, Companies, Wood & Company

We present below the average expected peer groups growth rates (for 2010 and
2011) and the multiples (EV/EBITDA, P/E and EV/Sales) as we are using in our
base case valuation for the different sectors:
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All the Fund’s major unlisted holdings are, in our view, likely to show quite a
different growth rate than their respective peer group. The downside could come
from Romania’s macro outlook (we forecast a GDP recovery only in 2011), while
the potential to outperform peers lies in the expected market liberalisation and
privatisations.
We are therefore running a sensitivity exercise below, illustrating the impact of
different growth rates of the Fund’s holdings versus the peer groups:

Sensitivity towards 2010 and 2011 earnings growth for companies in unlisted portfolio
Sensitivity of unlisted portfolio
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Bloomberg, Companies, Wood & Company

As our table above shows, using our base case scenario valuation, a 10 pp drag
in growth for the companies within the Fund’s holdings would reduce our NAV
per share to RON 0.99; similarly, a 10 pp outperformance would add some RON
0.07 per share.
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Valuation sensitivity towards the discount applied to peer group average multiples
Sensitivity of unlisted portfolio
valuation
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We carried out the same exercise for the sector average multiples that we are
using. This is showing that applying a 20% discount to the peers multiples, would
reduce our NAV per share to RON 0.95, while allowing a 20% premium would
bring to NAV to RON 1.16 per share.
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Listed portfolio
Listed portfolio breakdown — Market value
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Source: Fondul Proprietatea, Bloomberg, Companies, Wood & Company

Among the part of the portfolio listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange, Petrom
still dominates (with a 26% weighting ), corresponding to a EUR 879 bil value or
RON 0.27 per share.

Listed portfolio market performance
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Appendix 1- Porfolio breakdown
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Appendix 2- Peer groups
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Appendix 3— Romanian energy sector
As none of the power generators and distributors has been listed to date, the
possibilities of investing in the sector are currently limited to the Romanian
Property Fund, which holds sizeable stakes in these companies. We find the
Romanian power generation and distribution sector attractive for two main
reasons: i) prospects for superior demand growth and ii) the favourable structure
of power sources according to fuel type.

Power demand dynamics
Over the last decade until 2008, demand for electricity in Romania grew at an
average annual rate of 2.1% — exceeding the pace of growth in all other Central
European countries. In 2009, demand slumped by 8.6%, hammered by the
contraction in the overall economy but primarily by the plunging industrial
output. In line with the gradual economic recovery, power demand should return
to a path of growth and will likely keep expanding at a pace above that of the rest
of the CEE region.

Power mix shifted towards zero-emission sources thanks to addition of nuclear
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We believe that high growth in demand is sustainable in the long term as power
consumption in Romania is expanding from a very low base: retail electricity
consumption (households and services) is actually the lowest in the European
Union. On average, Romanians consume 0.77 MWh per capita annually, which
is around a third of the retail power demand in the CEE and around a quarter of
consumption in the European Union.
The overall electricity intensity of the Romanian economy, measured by
electricity consumption for 1 EUR of economic output, is also relatively low — far
below the EU and CEE averages.
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Power demand in Romania grows from low basis
Average retail annual electricity consumption per capita
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Favourable power generation mix
The structure of the Romanian power generation sector from the point of view of
fuel type is highly favourable, in contrast for example to the Polish power sector,
which is currently being successfully partially privatised.
Zero CO2 emission sources (nuclear and hydro) generate around half of total
produced electricity, followed by 11% from low-emission natural gas. Average
carbon intensity for the power generation sector as a whole averages 0.43 tons of
CO2 per MWh, compared to 0.69 for CR and more than one for Poland. This
makes Romanian energy sector able to meet the ambitious European CO2
emissions regulation. “Clean” power producers sustainably trade with a 30-40%
premium over “dirty” power producers on the market. Nuclearenergetica and
Hidroenergetica fit perfectly into this definition, which makes them highly
attractive investments if privatised.
The share of nuclear power nearly doubled over the past two years, which
reduced the overall pollution factor (volume of emitted CO2 per generated MWh
of electricity) of Romanian energetics. Nuclearenergetica’s second 700 MW
block was recently plugged into the network alongside the first block, which has
been running since 1996-97. The project to create two new blocks at Cerna Voda
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nuclear power plant (@ 700-720 MW) should be completed in 2015-16.
Nucleaenergetica owns 51% of Cerna Voda. RWE, ArcelorMittal, CEZ, Electrabel,
ENEL and Iberdrola are also part of the consortium with minority stakes. Cerna
Voda will further boost the share of nuclear energy in the power mix.

Power mix shifted towards zero-emission sources thanks to addition of nuclear
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Capacity additions within the young nuclear power portfolio of
Nuclearenergetica also helped Romania to make the transition from net power
importer to one of the few European power-producing countries, alongside the
Czech Republic and France. Romania’s neighbouring countries (with the
exception of Ukraine, Bulgaria, and Serbia) have deficit power balances and
might to a certain extent depend on Romanian exports. As seen in power prices
flows from Romania in the southern and western directions, Romanian exports
are also indirectly balancing the deficit power market in the Balkans, in particular
Greece and Croatia (2008 power balances in 5.6 TWh and 6.6 TWh deficits,
respectively).

Shift towards the position of net electricity exporter
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Regional electricity flows

Source: ENTSO-E, ANRE, Wood & Company

The average wholesale spot power price Romania in 2009 equaled ~160
RON/MWh, equivalent of EUR 37.8 EUR/MWh which means ~23% decline in
EUR terms compared to the 2008 level of 180 RON/MWh (or 48.9 EUR/MWh).
Last year’s prices were at a very similar level to the German market, which is a
benchmark and effectively a price maker for CEE. Back in 2008, power prices in
Romania did not peak as much as on the German market, but the yoy decline in
2009 was also much lower than in Germany where prices slumped by more than
40%.
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Wholesale spot power prices in Romania

Source: ANRE, Opcom, Wood & Company
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Another positive implication of a favourable fuel mix in Romanian energetics is
the low variable cost basis. In 2009, 29% of total generated electricity was
produced in hydro power plants with virtually no variable cost, and a further
21% was nuclear energy, which is substantially cheaper on the variable cost level
than any other conventional power source burning fossil fuels. As a result, the
Romanian power generating segment should be sustainably achieving a solid
EBITDA margin. It also proved strong compared to other European power
producers (based on 2008 numbers, as 2009 results for Romanian companies are
still not available). Nuclearenergetica and Hidroenergetica generated one of the
highest EBITDA margins in the sector, only CEZ and green producer Fortum were
more profitable. The margin achieved was roughly equal to that of Austrian
Verbund, which is primarily a hydropower producer.
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Source: ANRE, Opcom, Wood & Company

Energy companies reorganization.
The initial plan for reorganizing Romania’s energy companies was intended to
create two integrated companies (basically a mix of different energy producers
together with distribution). In the last form (approved by Government Decision
No56/2010), distribution was taken out of the projects so the two companies
should be composed of different parts of Hidroelectrica, Nuclearelectrica,
Romgaz and the three other energy complexes where the Fund is a shareholder,
plus other coal and thermal-power producers not part of the Fund’s holdings:

Energy companies reorganization scheme

Source: Wood & Company

The Restitution Fund would be given stakes in these two companies, according to
an independent valuation.
There are few obstacles in fulfilling these mergers. First, the companies need legal
approval from the Competition Council and the EU Commission - a process that
could stretch until the end of the year. Second, assuming all legal steps have been
fulfilled, the technical process of merging these very different energy generators
could take 2-3 years. So if all goes according to plan, the mergers could be fully
operational near 2014-2015.
The alternative is to keep the current structure of the companies and either IPO or
privatize them to strategic investors (as had been the case). Given the political
and technical issues behind the mergers, we would roughly see the
reorganization plans as 60:40 in the advantage of the current structure. Moreover,
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according to a recently revealed government paper, the state intends to raiss EUR
1 bil by privatizing minority stakes in listed Petrom, Transgaz, Transelectrica and
non-publically traded Romgaz. Nonetheless, privatization of minority stakes in
energy companies or their reorganization will likely be a major (and
controversial) subject in the coming years.
Back in July, the Fund contested in court the reorganisation of the energy
companies into Electra. The history goes back a few years, when the Fund was
given 20% in Nuclearelectrica and 25% in CECraiova. The state then made some
successive capital increases, without maintaining the Fund's stakes (as the law
stipulates) and therefore the Fund was diluted to 9.72% and 24.4% respectively.
Basically,what the Fund is trying to achieve by this contest is to halt the
reorganisation until the issue is solved. Overall, power generators account for
19% of total Fund’s NAV on our numbers.
Such a position from the Fund was expected as the issue of the stakes (mainly the
one in Nuclearelectrica) has been strongly disputed over the past years.
We believe that the court debate which should follow could be quite lengthy
(given the track record in Romania) and therefore the process of reorganising the
companies can be significantly delayed.
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Appendix 4 — Macro: More pain before it gets better
Macro summary: Romania’s economy is struggling to overcome the negative side
effects of the implementation of the austerity programme, a prerequisite for
receiving further IMF-EU loans. As a consequence the unemployment rate
remains at a high level and domestic consumption is depressed. However, we see
light at the end of the tunnel, as Romania’s economic decline slowed in 2Q10,
supported by a weaker lei and a growth pickup in its major trading partners. The
government is still keen to implement austerity reforms — in contrast to Hungary —
raising hopes that Romania will be back on a sustainable GDP growth path from
2011 onwards.
Recent macro developments: Strong exports helped Romania to turn back to
positive qoq GDP growth in 2Q10, but Romania is one of the very few Emerging
Markets countries still experiencing negative yoy growth (-0.5%). 2Q10 GDP
grew 0.3% qoq, but will probably again see a qoq decline starting from the next
quarter as a result of the austerity measures that the government implemented in
June (public sector wage cuts) and July (VAT increase) to meet the IMF budget
targets.
Higher exports supported industrial output, which rose 4.7% yoy in June, clearly
an improvement on last year’s June figure (-8.9%). The trade deficit narrowed at
the start of 2010 but widened again in the last months to EUR 890mn in June,
approximately 0.75% of GDP. Exports achieved a new record in June (EUR
3.3bn), an increase of 29% yoy, supported by better sales to EU destinations.
Imports rose 26.5% yoy in June to EUR 4.2bn, but were still lower than the
record EUR 5.4bn reached in September 2008, thanks to the currently limited
domestic consumption and investments.
The current account deficit surprised on the upside in 1H10 expanding by EUR
1.2bn yoy to EUR 3.65bn, despite a EUR 250mn contraction in the trade deficit,
to EUR 3.0bn, as revenues from current transfers fell by EUR 900mn to EUR
1.1bn, likely because of Spain’s economic problems affecting Romanian emigrant
workers. The EIU forecasts a CA deficit of 5.6% of GDP in 2010 and 6.8% in
2011 vs 4.4% in 2009, taking into consideration that services and income deficits
will expand and FDI’s will grow again despite the yoy fall 2010YTD. However,
demand for imported consumer goods will shrink in 2H10 due to the VAT rise.
The rising CAD is a risk for Romania as the funding will be more difficult and be
more reliant on less predictable other investment inflows, which reflect
intracompany loans within the banking and corporate sectors.
On a positive note, the structural improvement of faster labour productivity
ahead of wage growth, an important ingredient in increasing competitiveness, is
continuing. However, lower wages also imply limited support for a recovery in
household spending. As a consequence, retail sales declined by 8.6% yoy in July
or 10.5% mom and the increase in VAT and the reduction in public wages are
stifling domestic demand.
Credit conditions remain tight, as retail lending rates in RON remain at teen
levels and the interest in lending from the private sector has reduced as a result of
lower wage growth and fears of unemployment. Romanian overdue private debt
almost tripled yoy in July to USD 4bn as the recession made it harder for
borrowers to repay their loans. But banks should, however, be able to digest
rising NPLs until the end of 2011, supported by parent companies that boosted
their local banks’ capital according to the latest stress test by the National Bank of
Romania.
According to the EIU, GDP will contract by -1.2% this year and increase by 3.4%
next year as the impact of private sector restructuring should diminish, turning the
country slowly back to its long-term growth potential.
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Main macro indicators
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Romanian lei — foreign exchange forecast
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Productivity and funding for CAD
Competitiveness indicators (yoy, %)
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Important disclosures
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The Company hereby informs that if a specific investment recommendation does not contain all information
required by the relevant legislation (i.e. Public Notice 114/2006 Coll. on the honest presentation of investment
recommendations), then such information is freely available on the website of WOOD & Company Financial
Services, a.s. at http://www.wood.cz/home/services/capital-markets/public-notice-1142006-coll.html. The
Company recommends that the recipients of this announcement thoroughly review the appropriate sections of
its website.
The Company issued Fondul Proprietatea Warrant ISIN CZ0170000009 according to laws of the Czech
Republic, which are listed and traded on third market of Vienna Stock Exchange, also called "Multilateral
Trading Facility". The Company acquires shares in Fondul Proprietatea as a coverage for issued Warrants. As a
result, by the date of publishing of the report the Company had in its ownership shares in Fonful Proprietatea
corresponding to approximately 2.7% of total shares outstanding. All economical benefits as well as risks are
transferred to Warrant holders.
VALUATION & RISKS
The main risk of the investment are related to uncertainty associated with the valuation of unlisted component
of the Fund's portfolio as well as future decisions of the state as majority shareholder of the Fund which might
be driven by political as well as social aspects of the Fund.
For details of the methodologies used to determine our price targets and risks related to the achievement of the
targets refer to main body of report or at http://www.wood.cz/home/services/capital-markets/public-notice1142006-coll.html.
SECURITIES PRICES
Prices are taken as of the 3rd of September 2010 on the home market unless otherwise stated.
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST POLICY
WOOD & Company Financial Services, a.s. manages conflict of interest arising as a result of the preparation
and publication of research through its use of internal databases, notifications by the relevant employees and
Chinese Walls as monitored by Compliance. For further details see our websites at
http://www.wood.cz/home/services/capital-markets/public-notice-1142006-coll.html.
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED REPORTS
Date
Company
Title
Analyst
9/08/10
DomDev, Polnord
Growth returns but rather slowly
Johanna Wancuk
9/08/10
CEE Real Estate
Foundations being relaid
Igor Müller
9/07/10
Kernel
Keep on the sunny side
Barbara Zaleska
9/02/10
EME Equity Strategy
Global Leading Indicators Update
Mark Robinson, Carsten Hesse
8/26/10
EME Equity Strategy
Monthly IFO/PMI Data
Mark Robinson, Carsten Hesse
8/12/10
EME Equity Strategy
Monthly China Data — Watching the Dragon Mark Robinson, Carsten Hesse
8/05/10
EME Equity Strategy
Global Leading Indicators Update
Mark Robinson, Carsten Hesse
8/03/10
CEE Equities
2Q10 Earnings Preview
Wood & Co. Research Team
Although the information contained in this report comes from sources Wood & Company believes to be reliable, we do not
guarantee its accuracy, and such information may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and estimates included in this
report constitute our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice. This report is for information
purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security.

